**BRIGHT LIGHT GLOBES**

**DESCRIPTION**

Philips, Tornado, Extra bright cool daylight up to 80% energy saving 20w globe

(20 w globe similar to 100w)

**APPLICATIONS**

See the environment clearly through the use of good lighting and colour contrast.

Provide clear well lit visual access to support way finding and safe walking.

Position seating by windows to get the most out of day light, or next to a spot light for reading.

For further information on lighting visit the Dementia Enabling Environment Project website (DEEP):


**Purchasing information:**

See lighting section at Bunnings.

Priced from $6.50

---

**IMPROVE YOUR LIGHTING**

Replace current globes with brighter ones to support good lighting within the internal environment.

Open curtains/blinds fully to maximize daylight and enhance vision.

Consider skylights as an option for dark rooms.

Disclaimer: This information is a guide only.

Alzheimer’s WA Ltd does not endorse any of the manufacturers, suppliers or the use of any of the products featured. It is recommended that an assessment be sought from the Independent Living Centre or an Aged Care Assessment Team prior to purchasing Assistive Technology.
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